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Abstract

Background. This research evaluates the cost-effectiveness of repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation (rTMS) as add-on therapy to standard care for adults with schizophrenia from an
Australian health system perspective.
Methods. A Markov model estimated costs in 2021 Australian dollars and Disability-
Adjusted Life-Years (DALYs) averted with rTMS added to standard care compared to
standard care alone over 12-months for adults aged 25–65 years with hallucinations in
schizophrenia refractory to other therapies. rTMS effect size was sourced from a meta-
analysis and converted to a relative risk using the Cochrane conversion method. Probabilistic
sensitivity analysis evaluated uncertainty in effect size and disability weights. One-way
sensitivity analyses varied rTMS session cost and effectiveness, time horizon and inpatient
costs.
Results.The base-case average incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)was $87,310/DALY
averted (95% UI: $10,157–$97,877). Reducing rTMS session cost to $100 lowered the ICER to
$9,127/DALY (95% UI: Dominant–$50,699). A 4-year time horizon resulted in rTMS being
less costly and more effective (Dominant) than standard care. Decreasing the 3-month
probability of relapse with rTMS to 4.6% resulted in a 71% probability of rTMS being cost-
effective.
Conclusions.Using a threshold of $50,000/ DALY averted, rTMS as add-on therapy to standard
care for the treatment of refractory hallucinations in schizophrenia would not be considered a
cost-effective treatment option compared to standard care alone. However, given the refractory
nature of this condition and the relatively small size of this population, it may be reasonable for
decision-makers to adopt a higher ICER threshold.

Introduction

The global prevalence of schizophrenia has been estimated at 0.28% and ranked globally as the
12th most disabling disorder [1]. In Australia, the economic impact of psychosis from a societal
perspective was estimated at over $77,000 per person (2010 Australian dollars [AUD]), for a total
of $4.9 billion per year [2].

For people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia who have persistent, established illness or
unremitted disease, ongoing treatment aims to prevent and manage acute relapse. Standard
care includes trials of one or more antipsychotic medications, including clozapine or long-
acting injectable antipsychotics, in addition to cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) [3]. Des-
pite optimized pharmacological treatment, a proportion of patients continue to experience
disease symptoms [4]. Australian guidelines note repetitive transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion (rTMS) is considered an effective and safe treatment for auditory hallucinations and
negative symptoms while transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has limited evidence
of effectiveness [3, 5].

Despite the evidence supporting the use of rTMS for people with schizophrenia, it is not
routinely administered in the Australian treatment setting. rTMS treatment has a favorable safety
profile, does not need to be limited to administration in the hospital inpatient setting, and if
public subsidy were available, would allow the service to be offered more broadly, improving
access and equity.

Therefore, the aim of the current study was to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of rTMS as an
addition to standard care compared to standard care alone for the treatment of persistent
auditory hallucinations in people with schizophrenia in Australia.
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Methods

Analytic approach

The current analysis was undertaken within a broader research
program aiming to use economic evidence to inform mental health
service delivery within Australia. The program adapted the tech-
nical methods of the assessing cost-effectiveness (ACE) Prevention
study to improve comparability across cost-effectiveness evalu-
ations [6–8].

A cost-utility framework was used whereby outcomes were
expressed as disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) averted. DALYs
are a composite measure of premature death (years of life lost, YLL)
and years of life lived with a disability (YLD) [9] used in economic
evaluations as a measure of population health loss, to assess the
incremental benefit of one intervention over another, and to opti-
mize the mix of services provided [10].

This economic evaluation was conducted using an Australian
health-system perspective, with a focus on government
(Commonwealth and states/territories) as a third-party payer.
The evaluation excluded costs to the private sector, nongovernment
organizations, out of pocket costs to patients and carers, as rTMS is
not currently part of routine clinical practice, and limited data were
available to conduct a full health-sector perspective analysis.

While there is no explicit threshold adopted in Australia for
decision making, a cost-effectiveness threshold of $50,000/ DALY
averted is adopted in this evaluation [6].

Population

The target population for receiving rTMS in clinical practice is
Australian adults aged 25–65 years with schizophrenia treated in
a hospital inpatient or community setting who continue to
experience symptoms of disease despite treatment with anti-
psychotic medicines at an optimized dose. rTMS has been evalu-
ated as add-on treatment to standard care comprised of one or
more antipsychotic medicines and a range of psychosocial inter-
ventions, therefore, standard care is considered the appropriate
comparator.

Table 1 summarizes the input parameters and distributions for
uncertainty assumptions. The eligible patient population entering
the economic model was estimated by taking the whole Australian
population (by age and gender) in 2019 from the Australian Bureau
of Statistics [11] and applying the prevalence of schizophrenia in
Australia from the global burden of disease (GBD) [12]. Of these
patients, an estimated 37.5% will experience hallucinations in a
12-month period [13], and 25% of those patients were estimated to
have hallucinations refractory to medications [4].

Model structure

A Markov cohort model was developed in Excel to undertake this
cost-utility analysis (CUA). Markov cohort models are the most
commonly used economic models in schizophrenia [14] and syn-
thesize a range of clinical and epidemiological inputs based on the
probability of a population of people moving between health states
[15]. The health states in the economic model were aligned with the
2019 GBD health state descriptors, with the corresponding disabil-
ity weights applied to patients in each modeled health state to
calculate total DALYs averted with treatment compared to stand-
ard care (Figure 1). These health states are a simplistic reflection of
the clinical disease course, whereby patients have periods of relative
stability with intermittent relapses of acute episodes [15]. As treat-
ment with rTMS is most appropriate for patients who have
continuing hallucinations but otherwise good disease insight, all
eligible patients enter the model in the residual health state. In each
3-monthly cycle, patients can remain in the residual health state,
transition to the acute health state, or die. Similarly, patients in the
acute health state can recover and return to the residual health state,
remain in the acute health state, or die. Patients in the acute health
state stop receiving rTMS treatment since it is assumed that these
patients would lack the required disease insight and stability in
mental state to be able to tolerate and adhere to the treatment
course. The 3-month Markov cycles were based on the longest
follow-up data on rTMS in schizophrenia [5]. The base case ana-
lysis covers a 12-month time horizon with no discounting applied.
The sensitivity analyses with extended time horizons beyond

Table 1. Input parameters and uncertainty ranges.

Parameter Value and uncertainty range Distribution Source

Australian population 25–65 year-olds Fixed [11]

All-cause mortalitya Age and gender specific Fixed [32]

Schizophrenia specific mortality 1.56 Fixed [33]

Prevalence of schizophreniab Age and gender specific Fixed [12]

3-month probability of hallucinations 11.1% (7.7–14.9%) Pert [13]

Proportion treatment resistant 25% (5–45%) Pert [4]

3-month probability of relapse with standard care 12.3% (10.2–14.7%) Beta [25]

3-month probability of relapse with repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 6.7% (4.8–9.4%) Beta [5]

Proportion in acute state admitted to hospital 50% (40–60%) Pert [18]

Proportion in acute state receiving intensive case management 50% (40–60%) Pert [18]

Proportion in acute state receiving routine case management 50% (40–60%) Pert [18]

Disability weight schizophrenia acute statec 0.778 (0.606–0.9) Beta [23]

Disability weight schizophrenia residual statec 0.588 (0.411–0.754) Beta [23]

aRefer to Table S1 (Supplementary Materials) for age and sex specific mortality rates.
bRefer to Table S2 (Supplementary Materials) for age and sex specific schizophrenia prevalence.
cDisability weights quantify societal preferences for different health states. They range from 0 representing no disability to 1 representing death. This is an inverse scale to utility weights used to
calculate Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs).
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12 months use an annual discount rate of 3% for costs and out-
comes.

Intervention description and effectiveness

A range of treatment schedules can be used for rTMS including
treatment once or twice daily for 4–30 sessions. In clinical practice,
it is unlikely that patients will only receive an intensive treatment
course followed by no treatment, particularly if the patient is
responding. Instead, it is anticipated that most patients commence
a tapering treatment course, for example, once weekly sessions for
the first 6 months, followed by once fortnightly sessions. We
therefore used a regimen of once daily rTMS for 10 days since this
was the most commonly reported regimen from randomized con-
trolled trials of rTMS [5]. This was followed by a tapering treatment
course in the base case of the current analysis (Table 2). In the
absence of clinical practice guidelines on longer term rTMS treat-
ment in schizophrenia, the tapering regimen was based on expert
opinion from a psychiatrist experienced in the use of brain stimu-
lation in the treatment of psychiatric disorders including schizo-
phrenia.

To determine the effectiveness of rTMS compared to standard
care in the treatment of hallucinations in schizophrenia, a recent
high quality meta-analysis of rTMS was identified [5]. This meta-
analysis comprised studies evaluating rTMS as an add-on to treat-
ment as usual (TAU) and compared to sham stimulation added to
TAU. The main outcome measured was the composite hallucin-
ation score, and a statistically significant treatment effect for reduc-
tion in hallucinations of �0.51 (p = 0.0001), favoring rTMS over
sham was observed.

Resource use and costs

The cost of $160 per rTMS treatmentwas based on an application to
the Medical Services Advisory Committee (MSAC) approved in
2019 to list rTMS on the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) for the
treatment of major depression [16]. This is the same as the current
private cost per rTMS treatment session [17].

The resource use for standard care of people with schizophre-
nia was identified by model health state and measured from
descriptions of optimal treatment recommendations for schizo-
phrenia from Andrews et al. [18] based on an expert panel’s

Acute disability weight = 0.788
-hears and sees things that are 
not real
-is afraid, confused, and 
sometimes violent
-has great difficulty with 
communication and daily 
activities
-sometimes wants to harm or 
kill him/herself

Residual disability weight= 0.588
-hears and sees things that are 
not real
-has trouble communicating
-can be forgetful
-has difficulty with daily 
activities
-thinks about hurting 
him/herself

Figure 1. State transition diagram used to estimate the health outcomes associated with rTMS for people with schizophrenia.

Table 2. Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation treatment schedule and costs applied in the model.

Treatment week Treatment protocol Cost

Week 1

Treatment prescription by psychiatrist Treatment administration once daily for 5 days

$186.40

$160 � 5 = $800

Week 2 Treatment administration once daily for 5 days $160 � 5 = $800

Week 3–13 Treatment administration once weekly $160 � 11 = $1,760

Total cost–Cycle 1 $3,546

Week 14–26 Treatment administration once weekly $160 � 13

Total cost–Cycle 2 $2,080

Week 27–39 Treatment administration once fortnightly $160 � (13/2)

Total cost–Cycle 3 $1,040

Week 40–52 Treatment administration once fortnightly $160 � (13/2)

Total cost–Cycle 4 $1,040

Total cost over 1 year $7,706
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opinions (Table 3). The panel estimated the proportions likely to
receive specific treatments (i.e., hospital admission) and the
number of services by remission status. Length of inpatient stay
was derived from the 2010 Survey of High Impact Psychosis
[19]. Unit costs for medicines were sourced from the Pharma-
ceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) [20], unit costs for GP consult-
ations, psychiatrist consultations, CBT and family education
were sourced from the MBS [21], and unit costs for community
mental health and inpatient admissions were sourced from the
second Australian National Survey of Psychosis [2]. All unit costs
were inflated to 2021 prices using the health price index
[22]. Health state costs were calculated as a weighted average
based on the proportion of the population using each service
(Table 3) and applied to both rTMS and standard care arms of the
model.

Health outcomes

The 2019 GBD study [23] describes two severity levels for schizo-
phrenia: acute with a disability weight of 0.778 (95%CI 0.606–0.9)
and residual with a disability weight of 0.588 (95%CI 0.411–0.754).

While rTMS may impact positive and negative symptoms of
schizophrenia, a conservative assumption was made that there
would only be a benefit on hallucinations (positive symptoms).

Transition probabilities

The transition probability ofmoving from the residual to acute health
state varies by whether the cohort receives rTMS or standard care.
This required the effect sizes to be converted into relative risk using
the Cochrane conversion method [24]. This first required an estima-
tion of the background risk of relapse, whichwas not included as part

Table 3. Resource use and cost of standard care by model health state.

Resource Measurement Unit cost Source and assumptions

Residual health state

Medication 90% take medication; of these:
� 67.5% oral risperidone
� 13.5% depot risperidone
� 9% clozapine

4 mg risperidone, 60: $41.78
37.5 mg risperidone injection,
2: $352.56 100 mg clozapine,
100: $259.86

Percent and type of medication use [18];
Average medication doses [3]; Unit costs
[20]

Community mental
health (CMH)
consults

50% seen through CMH/GPmodel, receiving 13
CMH sessions per year; 10% treated through
private psychiatry receive nine CMH
consults per year

$316.26 per CMH consult Percent and number of CMH use [18]; Unit
cost [2] inflated to 2021 $A [22]

GP consultations 50% receive nine consultations per year; 10%
treated through private psychiatry receive
six GP consults per year

$39.10 Percent and number of GP services [18]; Unit
cost for MBS Item 23 (20-min
consultation) [21]

Private psychiatrist 10% visit a private psychiatrist 12 times per
year

$140.55 Percent and number of psychiatrist services
[18]; Unit cost for MBS Item 304
(30–45 min consultation) [21]

Cognitive behavior
therapy (CBT)

50% seen through CMH/GP model, of these
40% receive 10 sessions per year of CBT

$145.06 Percent and number of sessions [18]; Unit
cost is weighted average price based on
two-third people billed under MBS item
80,110 (psychologist, >50 min) and one-
third under MBS item 80010 (clinical
psychologist, >50 min) [2, 21]

Family education 50% seen through CMH/GP model, of these:
50% receive 13 sessions of family education
per year

$122.35 Percent and number of sessions [18];
Unit cost MBS item 170 (Group family
therapy) [21]

Acute health state

Medication 100% take medication; of these: – 20%: depot
risperidone

– 60%: clozapine
– 20%: multiple drug therapy

50 mg risperidone injection,
2: $431.86 200 mg clozapine,
100: $511.94

Percent and type of medication use [18];
Average medication doses [3]; Unit costs
[20]; Multiple drug therapy assumed to be
risperidone þ clozapine

Inpatient admission
(public)

50% would have inpatient admission;
� 25.4%: 7 days
– 22.1%: 21 days
– 43%: 45 days

$1,424.73 per day Percent admitted [18]; Length of stay [13];
Unit cost [2] inflated to 2021 values [22]

Intensive case
management

50% receive intensive case management
consisting of:

– 100 CMH consults per year
– Four GP visits per year

As above Percent and number of sessions [18]; Unit
cost [2] inflated to 2021 $A [22]; Unit cost
for MBS Item 23 (20-min consultation)
[21]

Routine case
management

50% receive routine case management
consisting of:

– 26 CMH consults per year
– Four GP visits per year

As above Percent and number of sessions [18]; Unit
cost [2] inflated to 2021 $A [22]; Unit cost
for MBS Item 23 (20-min consultation)
[21]
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of the reporting in Kennedy et al. [5]. Instead, a background risk of
relapse of 230 per 1,000 was incorporated into the model from a
Cochrane review of maintenance treatment with antipsychotic drugs
[25]. This was reflective of the standard care comparator arm. Using
the conversion method outlined in the Cochrane handbook resulted
in a relative risk of 0.549 (95%CI: 0.39–0.76) for treatment with
rTMS. This was then applied to the 3-monthly rate of relapse for
the standard care arm and converted to a probability, resulting in a 3-
month probability of relapse for the rTMS arm of 6.9%.

Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) evaluated the effect of
uncertainty in parameters on cost-effectiveness results. As shown
in Table 1, the PSA parameters included were 3-month probability
of hallucinations, proportion of the cohort estimated to be treat-
ment resistant, 3-month probability of relapse with standard care,
3-month probability of relapse with rTMS, the proportion of cohort
admitted to hospital, proportions receiving intensive case manage-
ment or routine case management when in an acute state, and
disability weights. Ersatz (version 1.35 Sunrise Beach, Australia)
was used to run 5,000 iterations and calculate 95% uncertainty
intervals (UI) for total costs, DALYs averted and incremental cost-
effectiveness ratios (ICERs).

Additional univariate sensitivity analyses determined the effect
of variables on cost-effectiveness. Due to the high upfront cost of
rTMS sessions, themodel is likely to be particularly sensitive to time
horizon used and was extended to 5 years. In the extrapolated
models, treatment is assumed to continue every fortnight with
associated costs accrued, and treatment benefits continuing as
observed in the Kennedy et al. [5] meta-analysis.

Inpatient hospital costs contribute the major cost difference
between the residual and acute health states. More recent
Australian hospital data estimates a 8.5-day average length of
hospital stay for schizophrenia with major complexity (AR-DRG
U61A) at an average cost of $14,745 in 2021 $A [26]. This cost was
used in a univariate sensitivity analysis.

In its consideration of MBS funding for rTMS for use in treat-
ment resistant depression, MSAC noted a lack of information

available on the chosen cost of treatment ($160 per administration)
[16]. The fee was varied in one-way sensitivity analyses between
$100 and $160 in increments of $10.

Additional one-way sensitivity analysis, varying the effect size
associated with rTMS treatment, was undertaken to identify a
threshold where rTMS would be cost-effective.

Results

The base-case cost-effectiveness analysis for rTMS over a 12-
month time horizon estimated a mean ICER of $87,310 per DALY
averted for rTMS as add-on therapy to standard care compared to
standard care alone (Table 4). However, these results demonstrate
a wide uncertainty interval, from $10,157 to $97,877 per DALY
averted.

The 5,000 iterations of the base-case model results were
plotted on a cost-effectiveness plane against a willingness to pay
threshold of $50,000/DALY averted (Figure 2). Nearly all iter-
ations (97%) fall in the northeast quadrant where rTMS is asso-
ciated with additional costs and additional DALYs averted over
standard care.

To determine the probability that rTMS is cost-effective com-
pared to standard of care, and visually represent the level of
uncertainty, a cost-effectiveness acceptability curve was developed
(Figure 3). At a cost-effectiveness threshold of $50,000/DALY
averted, there is a 28% chance that rTMS added to standard therapy
is cost-effective compared to standard therapy alone. This prob-
ability increases to 80% when the cost-effectiveness threshold is
increased to $180,000/DALY averted.

The results of one-way sensitivity analyses are shown in Table 4.
Reducing rTMS treatment costs to $100 per session results in the
average ICER falling to $9,127/DALY averted (95% UI: Dominant
[more effective and less costly]—$50,699/DALY averted). At this
cost per session, 74% of the iterations fall below $50,000/DALY
averted compared to standard care alone.

When the time horizon was extended to 4 years or more the
average ICER becomes dominant (more effective and less costly).
Although the uncertainty intervals around the ICER do not cross

Table 4. Results of the base-case and sensitivity analyses for repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation compared to standard care.

Incremental costs
mean (95% UI)

DALYs averted mean
(95% UI)

ICER mean
(95% UI)

Probability CE at
$50,000/DALY averted (%)a

$160 per session (Base-case) $31,278 ($693–$77,915) 0.36 (0.07–0.80) $87,310 ($10,157–$97,877) 28

$150 per session $26,928 (�$4,355–$70,173) 0.36 (0.07–0.80) $74,834 (Dominant–$87,805) 35

$140 per session $22,294 (�$9,384–$65,245) 0.36 (0.07–0.80) $61,721 (Dominant–$82,754) 44

$130 per session $17,645 (�$13,805–$58,748) 0.36 (0.07–0.80) $48,580 (Dominant–$73,209) 52

$120 per session $12,335 (�$20,439–$51,818) 0.36 (0.07–0.82) $33,590 (Dominant–$63,319) 61

$110 per session $8,077 (�$24,356–$46,139) 0.36 (0.07–0.78) $22,230 (Dominant–$58,812) 68

$100 per session $3,307 (�$30,815–$39,785) 0.36 (0.07–0.78) $9,127 (Dominant–$50,699) 74

2-year time horizon $20,804 (�$48,279–$102,005) 0.69 (0.11–1.56) $30,300 (Dominant–$65,422) 62

3-year time horizon $10,194 (�$91,801–$119,584) 0.98 (0.11–2.20) $10,433 (Dominant–$54,281) 72

4-year time horizon �$1,727 (�$146,245–$141,516) 1.22 (0.11–2.88) Dominant (Dominant–$49,163) 77

5-year time horizon �$12,457 (�$195,350–$167,554) 1.44 (0.07–3.47) Dominant (Dominant–$48,334) 78

Hospitalization cost reduced $51,835 ($20,137–$93,644) 0.36 (0.07–0.78) $143,928 ($258,447–$119,471) 1

aThe probability of cost-effectiveness is estimated based on the model results which simultaneously vary the input parameters shown in Table 1.
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the $50,000/DALY averted threshold, the probability of adjunctive
rTMS being cost-effective relative to standard care ranges from
77 to 78%.

When the cost of inpatient hospital care, which is part of the cost
for patients in the acute health state, is reduced, from a base case of
$36,714 to $14,745, the ICER increases to $143,928/DALY averted.
At the willingness to pay threshold of $50,000/DALY averted, there
is a 1% probability of rTMS being considered cost-effective com-
pared to standard care alone in this scenario.

Decreasing the 3-month probability of relapse associated with
rTMS treatment from the base case value of 6.7 to 4.6% provides an
ICER of $27,811/DALY averted (95%UIDominant–$51,483) and a

71% probability of rTMS being cost-effective relative to the
$50,000/DALY averted willingness to pay threshold.

Discussion

This is the first cost-effectiveness analysis of rTMS for the treatment
of persistent auditory hallucinations in patients with schizophrenia.
The base-case results indicate that rTMS is not cost-effective as an
add-on therapy to standard care compared to standard care alone
for the treatment of adult patients with schizophrenia experiencing
treatment-resistant hallucinations at a $50,000 per DALY averted
cost-effectiveness threshold.
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Adopting a commonly used cost-effectiveness threshold of
$50,000 per DALY averted may not be appropriate in the context
of this treatment. As the target population for rTMS treatment
consists of patients refractory to other treatments who have no
other treatment options, and because the disability weight associ-
ated with acute schizophrenia is so significant comparative to other
diseases, it may be reasonable for decision-makers to adopt a higher
ICER threshold. This is consistent with the Rawlsian theory of
maximin that can be applied to priority setting whereby the degree
of severity of illness is used as a decision-making criteria [27]. A
related concept is adopted in Australia whereby the decision con-
text is modified for medicines seeking public subsidy where no
alternatives exist for severe progressive medical conditions
[28]. While not directly applicable to the population considered
in this project, this highlights a potential willingness to accept a
higher cost-effectiveness threshold for effective treatments for
patients with severe disease who have no alternative treatment
options.

Similarly, given treatment is likely to be used as a last-line
option in relatively few patients (estimated at approximately
2,500 eligible patients in this cohort model), the total financial
impact may justify a higher ICER. A study by Harris et al. [29]
analyzed the influence that a range of factors had on decision
making for new drug subsidy in Australia, and reported that the
higher the total budget cost, the less likely public subsidy would be
recommended.

As there are no existing economic evaluations of rTMS for
schizophrenia, the results of this project were compared to the
modeled cost-effectiveness results of electroconvulsive therapy
(ECT) when used in treatment resistant schizophrenia for the
purpose of public reimbursement decision making in the UK
[30]. ECT was not cost-effective compared to clozapine but was
cost-effective compared to haloperidol/chlorpromazine. There was
a significant amount of uncertainty regarding these results, how-
ever on balance, it was determined that ECT and pharmacological
treatments were of equivalent cost-effectiveness and ECT was
recommended as a treatment option for rapid improvement of
severe symptoms in refractory patients.

The 12-month modeled time horizon for the base-case
required extrapolation of treatment duration and effectiveness
from clinical trial data, as the longest duration of follow-up in
the literature was 3 months [31], and most of the clinical trials
included in the meta-analysis were 4 weeks or less. The base-case
time horizon can be justified in the context of schizophrenia being
a life-long illness and supported by the assumption that patients
who respond well to an upfront treatment course of rTMS would
likely continue to receive ongoing treatment. A 12-month time
horizon would ensure sufficient time to model the impact of
relapse from the residual to the acute health state which would
not be adequately captured using a shorter time horizon matching
the clinical trial duration. Nevertheless, rTMS is a new treatment
option in this patient population and longer-term treatment
effects including whether the treatment effects would be sustained
over the longer term, are as yet unknown so any extrapolation
beyond the clinical trial results introduces uncertainty. More
information regarding the long-term use of rTMS for this indica-
tion will provide greater confidence in the cost-effectiveness esti-
mates.

Inpatient costs are a large contributor to the cost of illness in
schizophrenia and are a key driver of the difference in health state
costs for this analysis. From a health system perspective, interven-
tions such as rTMS that focus on reducing the time spent in the

acute health state avoiding inpatient costs are likely to be an
important focus of economic evaluation.

Given the base case assumptions in the current analysis, the
3-month probability of relapse with rTMS treatment would need to
decrease from 6.9 to 4.6% for the average ICER and uncertainty
intervals to fall below the generally accepted willingness to pay
threshold. This would be achieved with an increase in effect size
from�0.51 to�0.77. It is unclear if this could be achieved but may
be possible in the future as stimulation techniques are researched
and refined.

Limitations

Being a new treatment option for this patient population, there is
limited consensus on the correct delivery method (both site of
administration and pulse frequency) and the correct treatment
regimen. This resulted in clinical trial efficacy results with signifi-
cant variability contributing to wide uncertainty intervals in cost-
effectiveness results. It is appropriate that the most common treat-
ment regimen observed in the meta-analysis was adopted to inform
the cost of rTMS; however, the lack of consensus on the optimal
treatment course in terms of number and frequency of sessions
provides uncertainty in cost estimates.

In the absence of clinical practice guidelines on longer term
rTMS treatment in schizophrenia, the tapering treatment course in
the base case of the analysis was based solely on expert opinion, a
significant limitation of this analysis. Additional trial and observa-
tional data may lead to national guidelines on long term treatment
courses with rTMS in people with schizophrenia guiding future
economic evaluations.

Furthermore, only patients responding to treatment in the
initial treatment phase would continue to use rTMS in a tapering
course, but as no data was available on nonresponders, this has not
been accounted for in the model. Similarly, noncompliance to
treatment or voluntary withdrawal was not modeled.

The modeled background risk of relapse between the residual
and the acute health states was sourced from a study of all schizo-
phrenia patients on antipsychotic treatment [25] and was likely to
underestimate the background rate of relapse for patients not
responding adequately to treatment.

The transition probability used in the model for patients in the
acute state remaining there in the subsequent cycle is based on
length of inpatient stay observed in the Survey of High Impact
Psychosis and was considered the best available input; however, no
data is available to verify that patients who had a prolonged
inpatient stay did so because of an ongoing acute episode. Some
patients may have prolonged inpatient stays for reasons other than
medical treatment, such as inpatient rehabilitation programs, lack
of social support or no fixed address.

An important aim of schizophrenia treatment at all disease
stages is the avoidance of relapse into acute psychotic episodes.
However, the currentmodelmay not adequately capture reductions
in symptom intensity and frequency from rTMS that are clinically
meaningful outcomes for patients with schizophrenia.

The availability of only two health states reported in the GBD
study for calculating DALYs does not reflect the significant hetero-
geneity in disease presentation, which may limit the clinical rele-
vance of the evaluation.

The lack of memory in the current Markov model means that
there is an equal chance of an event occurring regardless of what
has occurred in previous cycles [15]. This is unlikely to be
reflective of real-world experience in schizophrenia, as duration
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of time free from relapse and number of previous hospitalizations
may predict future relapse and hospitalization. There is also
significant heterogeneity in the clinical disease course for schizo-
phrenia patients, making it difficult to represent in an economic
model [15].

Conclusion

Based on the average ICER from our analysis, using a threshold of
$50,000/DALY averted, rTMS would not be considered cost-effect-
ive over a 1-year period. However, there is a high level of uncer-
tainty in the results based on the current evidence available.
Decreasing the administration cost from $160 to $100 per session
provided results with uncertainty intervals below the threshold of
$50,000/DALY averted.

rTMS is a promising intervention in psychiatry. Since the cur-
rent case for public reimbursement in Australia for this specific
indication demonstrates some uncertainty in the results, there
remains value in conducting future research into this treatment
option. Updating this economic evaluation with longer-term clin-
ical efficacy data would likely increase the certainty in results.
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